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Stay Constructively
Disruptive 
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MORE CHANGE REQUIRED

Today’s shoppers do not connect with 
brands in the same way previous gen-
erations did. For some time different 
marketing strategies have been 
required to forge a bond. Many meth-
ods used in the just the very recent 
past won’t work now. Today, any retail 
strategy and tactical approach must be 
re-evaluated far more often due to the 
rapidly changing dynamics of today’s 
shoppers and the buying channels 
available to them. Complacency must

be constantly challenged. That is why 
at The Carlson Group we work with a 
sense of urgency that is measured by 
our watch, not our calendar.

Shoppers have simply come to expect 
more and they want it faster. What 
follows here are several constructively 
disruptive techniques we have sug-
gested to our clients and that retailers 
and brands are adopting today.

BLEND REAL AND DIGITAL

A seamless experience is expected as shoppers move from online to in-store and back again. To meet this expectation, create environments 
that mix the digital with the physical and ensure the shopping experience is consistent across all consumer touch points. 

Consumers today love to create and share 
content. To take advantage, bring social 
media into the store. Nordstrom has 
tracked popular items pinned on Pinterest, 
which are then displayed in shops and 
labeled as “top-pinned items.” This allows 
customers to take the lead, and the mer-
chandise better matches up with what they 
want.¹ Chaco footwear created the wildly 
popular  #chaconation where they invite 
Chaco wearing devotees to share travel 
and life experiences via Twitter, Instagram, 
and a gallery on their web site.

SOCIALIZE KEEP IT FRESH MAKE IT FUN

Short-lived technological content is a way 
of life for shoppers. Facebook walls and 
Twitter timelines are continually updated, 
and Snapchat is built around disappearing 
content. To keep attention, embrace this 
affinity for the temporary by dividing a 
brand narrative into segments or themes 
and regularly changing out displays.² Take 
a cue from Story, a Manhattan shop that 
revamps its design, products, and mes-
saging every month or two.³ Now that’s 
disruptive!

Everyone enjoys friendly competition. After 
all, most of us have grown up right along-
side gaming. Give shoppers the opportu-
nity to play in a store and toss in a 
well-earned reward. Lee Jeans leveraged 
this desire for fun and play during a cam-
paign in China, where shoppers earned 
points for testing their heat-retaining 
denim. Those with the top scores gained 
access to exclusive coupons and events.⁴

Join the tribe. Share 
your journey. Connect 
with us and each other.

“ ”
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Making a positive difference is important to many of 
today’s shoppers. As a result, they are more aware of the 
companies they align themselves with and have come to 
expect more assurances that businesses are doing their 
part to make the world a better place by taking care of 
consumers, employees, and the environment.

According to Christopher Brace, founder and CEO of 
Syntegrate Consulting. As they strive for something more 
substantial, brands should focus on communication that 
connects on a deeper level:

BUILD TRUST

“They must now bring emotional meaning to people’s lives by 

telling a brand story that is a seamless weaving of emotion 

and product,” he explained. “It is this story that needs to be 

told out of and in-store.” 

Shoppers often want to know the 
ins and outs of a product’s history. 
Consider providing more informa-
tion such as where materials are 
sourced or where products are 
made. For instance, Everlane prac-
tices “Radical Transparency” as it 
discloses labor, material, transpor-
tation costs, and profit margins for 
each item sold.⁵

Many have bought into a “less is 
more” mindset by bidding mass 
consumption adieu in favor of 
maintaining higher quality products 
over time. To embrace this trend, 
encourage reuse, extend warran-
ties, or provide complimentary 
repairs. For example, outdoor 
clothing company Patagonia held 
a Worn Wear Mobile Tour in 18 
cities across the U.S. featuring 
specialists who taught customers 
how to repair their own items.⁶

Buyers want to know that the 
retailers they support care about 
more than just profits. Some retail-
ers are embracing that by backing 
a cause that aligns with their 
brand identity. For every pair of 
glasses Warby Parker sells in its 
stores, another pair is distributed 
to those in need,⁷ and purchases 
at TOMS Shoes help improve lives 
through footwear and other dona-
tions.⁸   Keen Footwear is an 
active advocate for the environ-
ment and upholds those values in 
every retail fixture use; right down 
to its packaging.

BE TRANSPARTENT EMBRACE QUALITY

SUPPORT A CAUSE
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DRIVE IN-STORE TRAFFIC

Today’s shoppers have such a wide array of purchasing options that it leaves fewer opportunities to create brand converts. Retailers aiming to bring customers through the door 
should work on upgrading the shopping experience with added amenities, according to a JLL Retail Amenities Guide.¹¹ To increase foot traffic, consider the following solutions 
identified in the report: 

Increase Hospitality 
Private fitting rooms, VIP 
spaces, and lounge areas 
are just a handful of the 

perks offered by luxury brands to 
attract and reward their best cus-
tomers. In-store cafes and coffee 
bars add to the high-touch hospi-
tality service options as well. For a 
case in point, consider Lululemon’s 
New York City flagship store, 
which offers communal spaces, an 
in-store kitchen, and dedicated 
space for fitness classes.

Improve the Test Run 
Give shoppers the chance 
to interact with merchandise 
in ways that extend beyond 

the typical try-on. A more in-depth 
test run gives buyers a better feel for 
products and a way to interact with a 
brand first-hand. Under Armour’s 
“brand house” concept in Chicago 
makes use of authentic materials to 
bring the track, field, or court in-store, 
and Nike’s Soho shop includes a 
half-sized basketball court and mini 
soccer field for experimenting with 
shoes and cleats.¹² 

Pay Homage to the Past
A brand’s story revealed 
in the context of its histor-
ical timeline helps others 

understand how and why it has 
evolved into what it is today and 
serves as an invitation into the 
retailer’s current culture. The Alex-
ander McQueen store in New York, 
for example, includes moldings that 
conjure up images of the seams on 
this designer’s iconic heritage 
tailored jacket.
 

Create Clean, Current Design 
Design can be one of the most 
crucial elements of a store’s 
success. To build visually satis-

fying spaces that encourage shoppers to 
linger and spend time, retailers are turn-
ing to clean cut and contemporary fash-
ion and making use of materials like 
exposed brick, rugged wood, and raw 
concrete as well as beautiful rugs and 
velvety displays.

1. 2. 3. 4.

Because today’s shoppers are known for choosing home-
grown over chains, highlight local connections and 
regional materials used in products, or design retail 
spaces that better reflect the community. Once home to 
the Smith Bros Fish Shanty Restaurant, Duluth Trading 
Company’s Port Washington location displays the old 
sign as a nod to the restaurant’s glory days and the city’s 
fishing heritage.⁹

FEATURE LOCAL CUSTOMIZE

PERSONALIZE
Shoppers with buying power or direct influence are incredibly diverse; ranging from teenaged girls living at home to home-owning 
retired couples. This presents a clear challenge, but it also provides plenty of opportunities to target subgroups or connect on an 
individual level. 

The desire for personalization extends beyond just color and 
size. Consumers want their unique identities, styles, and core 
values to align with the products they purchase. Building 
choices into the shopping process can help address this 
trend. The Adidas Speed Factory, for instance, is a move to 
shrink production timelines from over a year to under a week, 
opening new possibilities for putting customized products into 
the hands of consumers with greater speed and efficiency.¹⁰

 “Brands need to continue engaging 
shoppers with unique experiences that 
connect in a more personalized way,” 
said TCG Creative Director Jeff Chiu. 
“Whether creating immersive retail desti-
nations, a more curated product selec-
tion, or the ability to personalize products, 
the challenge is creating a one-of-a-kind 
experience.” 
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NO REST FOR
THE WEARY!

As shopper behaviors and selling 
channels shift rapidly, retailers need 
to prepare now to be ahead of the 
next wave of consumers. Speed to 
market is King. Constantly embrac-
ing new approaches to shopping, 
disruptive thinking, will provide the 
foundation for a long term winning 
strategy.

There is no respite for retail strate-
gists and tactical team members. 
Our industry’s environment can be 
best summarized in a well-known 
African proverb:

Remember, what is fresh and 
new in retail today will be old 
school next quarter. Stay 
constructively disruptive and 
keep running.

Every morning in Africa, a gazelle wakes up. It knows it 
must run faster than the fastest lion or it will be killed.

Every morning a lion wakes up. It knows it must outrun 
the slowest gazelle or it will starve to death.

It doesn’t matter whether you are a lion or a gazelle. 
When the sun comes up, you better start running.
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